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Magnetic localized surface plasmons (LSPs) supported on metallic structures corrugated by very

long and curved grooves have been recently proposed and demonstrated on an extremely thin

metallic spiral structure (MSS) in the microwave regime. However, the mode profile for the

magnetic LSPs was demonstrated by measuring only the electric field, not the magnetic field. Here,

based on Babinet’s principle, we propose a Babinet-inverted, or complementary MSS whose

electric/magnetic mode profiles match the magnetic/electric mode profiles of MSS. This comple-

mentarity of mode profiles allows mapping the magnetic field distribution of magnetic LSP

mode profile on MSS by measuring the electric field distribution of the corresponding mode

on complementary MSS. Experiment at microwave frequencies also demonstrate the use of

complementary MSS in sensing refractive-index change in the environment. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4935360]

Plasmonic metamaterials formed by texturing metallic

surfaces have provided a platform of manipulating surface

electromagnetic modes at the subwavelength scale ranging

from microwave to far-infrared frequencies.1–3 Since these

surface waves resemble the properties of propagating surface

plasmon polaritons at visible frequencies, they are also termed

as designer, or spoof, surface plasmon polaritons.4–17

Recently, the concept of localized surface plasmons (LSPs) in

structures with closed surfaces, i.e., plasmonic particles,18 has

also been proposed for this sub-visible frequency range.19–23

Periodically textured perfect electric conductor (PEC) par-

ticles in two or three dimensions can resemble LSPs in the

optical regime. Particularly, a deep-subwavelength metallic

spiral structure (MSS)24,25 can support spoof magnetic LSPs

(magnetic dipole mode). However, the magnetic mode profile

of previous magnetic LSPs was not directly demonstrated

because only their electric mode profile was measured in

experiment, while their magnetic mode profile could not be

observed directly.

In this letter, motivated by Babinet’s principle,26–30 we

propose a complementary MSS, which can also support LSP

modes. We show that the electric/magnetic LSP mode pro-

files on the complementary MSS are exactly the correspond-

ing magnetic/electric LSP mode profiles on the MSS. This

therefore provides a convenient way to map experimentally

the magnetic field of magnetic LSPs by measuring the elec-

tric field of the corresponding electric LSPs on complemen-

tary MSS. Moreover, it has been previously shown that

the resonance spectrum of MSS can be used to sense the

refractive-index change in the surrounding environment.

Here, we show that the complementary MSS has a better

sensitivity to local refractive-index changes that are caused

dominantly by dielectrics.

Babinet’s principle relates the scattered electromagnetic

field of an aperture in an infinitely thin ideally conducting

film and its complementary structure. In its rigorous form,

the principle states that their scattered fields are the same if

we exchange the electric field of one case with the magnetic

field of opposite phase of the other case, for both the exciting

and scattered fields.26–30 Although this principle is only

exact for a perfectly conducting thin planar screen of infinite

extent and far-field excitation, we experimentally verify its

validity for real metal film of an finite thickness and near-

field excitation as well as the complementarity of electric

and magnetic near-field distributions in MSS and its comple-

mentary structure.

Figure 1 shows the geometry of the previously studied

MSS24,25 [Fig. 1(a)] and the geometry of the proposed com-

plementary MSS [Fig. 1(b)]. Both the MSS and complemen-

tary MSS consist of four spiral arms (or slots in the

complementary structure) wrapped 1.5 turns such that the

whole structure has an outer radius R ¼ 12:5 mm. Each

spiral arm (or slot) has a width w ¼ 0:5 mm, and the spacing

of neighbouring arms (or slots) at the outer radius is d ¼ 1:5
mm. The thickness of metallic layers in both structures is

0.018 mm. We model in CST Microwave studio one spiral

arm of the MSS using Archimedial circular spiral with the

following settings: height (0.018 mm), inner radius (0.5 mm),

width (0.5 mm), number of turns (1.5 turns), and gap

(7.5 mm). Then, we rotate the spiral arm 90� for successive

three times to generate the whole MSS structure, as shown in

Fig. 1(a). Then, the complementary MSS can be obtained by

cutting the MSS pattern away from a planar metal film.

Before comparing with complementary MSS, we first

simulate the LSP mode profiles supported on MSS, with

methods similar to previous studies.24,25 Note that a 0.2 mm-

thick dielectric substrate with relative permittivity e ¼ 3:5
(FR4) is adopted in all simulations to account for the practi-

cal experiment. Metal is modelled as a PEC. Similar to
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previous studies on MSS,24,25 we can find two fundamental

LSP mode at 1.09 and 1.85 GHz, which were termed as elec-

tric dipole mode and magnetic dipole mode, respectively.

Since previous studies termed these modes based on their

mode profiles,24,25 we plot in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) the electric

field distributions and in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) the magnetic

field distributions of these two modes for comparison in a

transverse plane 1 mm above MSS. The electric field distri-

bution of the first mode at 1.09 GHz is similar to that of a

twisted electric dipole, and thus was termed as electric

LSPs.24 The magnetic field distribution of the second mode

at 1.85 GHz is akin to that of a magnetic dipole, and thus

was termed as magnetic LSPs, although it is the electric field

[as in Fig. 2(b)] that was demonstrated.24 To examine the

electric and magnetic properties of these modes more

clearly, we can plot the electric surface current distributions

in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f), as was done in Ref. 25. It can be seen

in Fig. 2(e) that indeed the surface current of the first mode

at 1.09 GHz is similar to that of a twisted electric dipole. Yet

the twisting will significantly enhance local magnetic fields

and exhibit a magnetic profile, as shown in Fig. 2(c). In Fig.

2(f), we can see that the surface current for the second mode

at 1.85 GHz clearly form a closed loop, and thus will cause a

magnetic dipole oriented out of plane.

We then simulate the mode profiles of the complemen-

tary MSS. We can get two fundamental LSP modes at

1.06 GHz and 1.90 GHz, respectively, corresponding to the

two fundamental modes previously studied on MSS. We

then plot in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) the electric field distributions

and in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) the magnetic field distributions of

these two modes in a transverse plane 1 mm above comple-

mentary MSS. As predicted from Babinet’s principle,26–30

the electric [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] and magnetic [Figs. 3(c) and

3(d)] fields on complementary MSS match the same profiles

of magnetic [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)] and electric [Figs. 2(a) and

2(b)] fields on MSS, respectively.

Before we examine these modes on complementary

MSS, let us first draw a few conclusions on symmetry of

their electromagnetic fields. Because all fields are driven by

currents on a thin metal film, the tangential electric fields

above and below the complementary MSS must be continu-

ous (“in phase”), while the tangential magnetic fields above

and below must be opposite (“out of phase”). Here, since we

are mainly interested in the upper half space above the com-

plementary MSS, we artificially delay all fields below the

complementary MSS by a phase of p. This artificial phase

delay will make tangential electric fields discontinuous, but

tangential magnetic fields continuous, across the original

metal film, and thus convert the original electric currents

(originally because of the discontinuous magnetic fields) on

the metal film to artificial magnetic currents (because of the

discontinuous electric fields), from the viewpoint of observ-

ers in the upper half space above the complementary MSS.

We plot in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) the artificial magnetic cur-

rents on complementary MSS for these two modes. First, it

can be seen in Fig. 3(e) that, for the mode at 1.06 GHz, the

artificial magnetic currents flow along a curved line, resem-

bling that of a twisted magnetic dipole. Therefore, we term

FIG. 1. Schematics of (a) the ultrathin

metallic spiral structure and (b) its

complementary structure. The width of

the spiral arms (or slots for the comple-

mentary structure) is w ¼ 0:5 mm.

The spacing between neighboring arms

(or slots for the complementary struc-

ture) at the outer radius is d ¼ 1:5 mm.

The outer radius R ¼ 12:5 mm. Both

structures have a thickness of

0.018 mm.

FIG. 2. Simulation of mode profiles on the ultrathin metallic spiral structure.

Two fundamental modes at 1.09 GHz and 1.85 GHz are observed. ((a) and

(b)) Normalized vertical (out-of-plane) component of electric field (Ez) on a

transverse plane 1 mm above the metallic spiral structure. ((c) and (d))

Normalized vertical (out-of-plane) component of magnetic field (Hz) on a

transverse plane 1 mm above the metallic spiral structure. ((e) and (f))

Normalized electric surface current (j) distributions on the metallic spiral

structure. White arrows indicate the direction of currents.
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this mode at 1.06 GHz as magnetic LSPs. Second, as shown

in Fig. 3(f), for the mode at 1.90 GHz, the artificial magnetic

currents form a closed loop, whose fields follow an electric

dipole. We thus term this mode at 1.90 GHz as electric LSPs.

This duality of electric currents on MSS and magnetic

currents on complementary MSS is in accordance with

Babinet’s principle.26

We then proceed to experimentally demonstrate the

above predicted dual phenomena between MSS and comple-

mentary MSS. We fabricate MSS and complementary MSS

via a standard printed circuit board fabrication process on a

0.2 mm-thick dielectric substrate (FR4) with relative permit-

tivity e ¼ 3:5, as shown in the inset of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).

We first place a transmitting monopole antenna 1 mm away

from one side of the samples to excite the surface modes,

and another receiving monopole antenna at the other side of

the samples to detect the resonance spectra. The locations of

monopole antennas are indicated as a pair of red dots in the

insets of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Both antennas are connected to

a vector network analyser (R&S ZVL-13). The measured

near-field response spectra of MSS and complementary MSS

are plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). In the measured spectra,

two distinct resonance peaks are clearly observed at frequen-

cies f ¼ 1:12 GHz and f ¼ 1:86 GHz for MSS [Fig. 4(a)],

and f ¼ 1:10 GHz and f ¼ 1:89 GHz for the complementary

MSS [Fig. 4(b)], respectively. The two resonances for each

structure are in agreement with numerical simulation, and

some minimal shifts are mainly caused by fabrication error.

Furthermore, we present the measured electric-field dis-

tributions on the MSS in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) and the meas-

ured electric-field distributions on complementary MSS in

Figs. 4(e) and 4(f), respectively. By means of a near-field

scanning technique, we have mapped the local out-of-plane

component of electric field (Ez) for both electric and mag-

netic dipole-mode LSP resonances. By comparing Figs. 4(c)

and 4(d) with Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), and Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)

with Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we conclude that the experimental

results match well with simulation. Interestingly, it can be

seen that the electric-field mode profiles measured on the

complementary MSS [Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)] follow exactly the

magnetic-field mode profiles simulated on the MSS [Figs.

2(c) and 2(d)], the latter of which have never been experi-

mentally measured before. The complementarity of electric

and magnetic fields in the near-field region of the comple-

mentary ultrathin metallic structures provides a convenient

way to indirectly map the magnetic near-field of a metallic

FIG. 3. Simulation of mode profiles on the complementary metallic spiral

structure. Two fundamental modes at 1.06 GHz and 1.90 GHz are observed.

((a) and (b)) Normalized vertical (out-of-plane) component of electric field

(Ez) on a transverse plane 1 mm above the complementary metallic spiral

structure. ((c) and (d)) Normalized vertical (out-of-plane) component of

magnetic field (Hz) on a transverse plane 1 mm above the complementary

metallic spiral structure. ((e) and (f)) Normalized artificial magnetic surface

current (jm) distributions on the complementary metallic spiral structure.

White arrows indicate the direction of currents.

FIG. 4. Experimental demonstration of

mode duality between the metallic spi-

ral structure and its complementary

structure. ((a) and (b)) Measured near-

field response spectra of metallic spiral

structure (a) and its complementary

structure (b). Insets show photos of the

fabricated samples where two red dots

indicate the positions of monopole

antennas in measurement. ((c) and (d))

Measured near-field patterns of nor-

malized vertical electric field (Ez) on a

transverse plane 1 mm above the me-

tallic spiral surface at 1.12 GHz (c) and

1.86 GHz (d). ((e) and (f)) Measured

near-field patterns of normalized verti-

cal electric field (Ez) on a transverse

plane 1 mm above the complementary

metallic spiral surface at 1.10 GHz (e)

and 1.89 GHz (f).
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structure by measuring the electric near-field of its comple-

mentary structures. This method is particularly useful since

most of the near-field mapping techniques rely on measuring

the electric near-fields rather than the magnetic near-fields,

especially in the Terahertz and optical frequencies.

It should be pointed out that, although the duality

between LSPs on the MSS and complementary MSS is math-

ematically symmetric, their responses to the same environ-

mental change in refractive index can be different. It has

been shown that25 the LSP resonances on MSS have poten-

tial applications in refractive-index sensing, since their spec-

tral positions depend on the dielectric environment around

the structure. To demonstrate the different responses of LSP

resonances on MSS and complementary MSS to the change

of dielectric environment, we put a dielectric Teflon plate

(e ¼ 2:1) with a thickness of 3 mm on both MSS and com-

plementary MSS and then compare the resonance shifts in

their near-field response spectra. The measured near-field

response spectra are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respec-

tively. From the measured results, we observe that the reso-

nance frequencies of both the electric and magnetic LSPs on

MSS and complementary MSS experience obvious shifts

after they are covered under the dielectric Teflon plate.

Specifically, for the MSS [Fig. 5(a)], we obtain 0.075 GHz

shift (from 1.120 to 1.045 GHz) for the electric LSPs and

0.12 GHz shift (from 1.86 to 1.74 GHz) for the magnetic

LSPs, when the dielectric Teflon plate is put on top of the

MSS. For the complementary MSS [Fig. 5(b)], we obtain

0.08 GHz shift (from 1.1 to 1.02 GHz) for the magnetic LSPs

and 0.18 GHz shift (from 1.89 to 1.71 GHz) for the electric

LSPs, when the same Teflon plate is put on top of the com-

plementary MSS. That is to say, for the first modes of MSS

and complementary MSS (electric dipole for the former and

magnetic dipole for the latter), their frequency shifts have no

apparent difference, while for the second modes of MSS and

complementary MSS (magnetic dipole for the former and

electric dipole for the latter), the frequency shift of the latter

is apparently larger than the former, as can be observed by

comparing Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

The reason for the above different resonance shifts on

MSS and complementary MSS lies in the duality of electric

energy and magnetic energy of resonance modes on MSS

and complementary MSS. Apparently, the Teflon plate cov-

ered on MSS and complementary MSS can be treated as a

dielectric perturbation that mainly disturbs the electric

energy of resonance modes. However, the second resonance

mode of MSS is a magnetic dipole whose magnetic energy

dominates, while the corresponding mode of complementary

MSS is an electric dipole whose electric energy dominates.

Therefore, the second resonance mode of complementary

MSS should experience larger shift compared to the second

resonance mode of MSS, when the same Teflon plate covers

them. On the other hand, no obvious difference in frequency

shift is observed comparing the first modes of MSS and com-

plementary MSS (electric dipole for the former and magnetic

dipole for the latter). This is because the electric dipole

mode for MSS [Fig. 2(a)] is a twisted one, whose twisting

has enhanced local magnetic fields [Fig. 2(c)]. Subsequently,

the electric energy in the near field of MSS, despite being

slightly larger, is not dominant compared to the magnetic

energy in the near field. Therefore, as predicted from duality,

the first resonance mode on complementary MSS still has

significant electric energy in the near field. Therefore, we do

not observe obvious difference in frequency shift for the first

resonance modes on MSS and complementary MSS when

the same Teflon plate covers them.

In summary, we have investigated the ultrathin MSS

and its complementary structure by near-field microwave

scanning. The duality of their near-field response spectra and

their near-field mode profiles, as predicted by Babinet’s prin-

ciple, has been experimentally demonstrated. The magnetic-

field mode profile of the magnetic LSPs on MSS, which has

not been measured previously, is now obtained by measuring

the electric-field mode profile of the corresponding mode on

the complementary MSS. We also demonstrate that the com-

plementary MSS is a potential candidate for near-field sens-

ing to detect the refractive index change of the surrounding

material at microwave frequencies.
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